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Negative Effects of Positive Reii~forceillent 

Michael Peroile 
West Virginia Uiliversity 

Procedures classified as positive reinforcement a]-e generally regarded as more desirable than those 
classified as aversi\/e-those that involve negative reinforcement or punishment. This is a cr-ude test 
of the desirability of a procedure LO chanze or maintain behavior. The problems can be identified 
on the basis of theol-y, experinlental analysis, and consideratio~l of practical cases. Theoretically, 
the distinction belween positive and negative reinforcemenL has proven difficult (some would say 
the distinction is untenable). When the distinction is made purely in operational terms, experiments 
reveal that positive reinforcement has aversive functions. On a practical level, posilive reinforcement 
can lead to deleLerious effects, and it is implicated in a range of personal and societal problems. 
These. issues challense us to identify other criteria for j ~ ~ d g i n g  behavioral procedures. 

Key 11~or.d~: negative reinforcement. pul~ishment, positive reinforcr~llent. aversive control 

The purpo2e of this article is to 
cause you to woi-sy about the broad en- 
dorsement of positive reinforcement 
tliat can be found throughout the liter- 
ature of behavior analysis. I hope to 
accomplish this by raising sonle ques- 
tioils about the nature of positive re- 
inforcement. At issue is whether it is 
free of the negative effects colllinoilly 
attributed to the methods of behavioral 
colltrol known as "aversive." 

The topic of aversive control makes 
nlany people u~icomfortable, and rela- 
tively few people study i t  (Baron, 
1991 ; Crosbie, 1998). Ferster (1967) 
expressed the co~imon view when he 
wrote, "It has been cleal- fol- sollle time 
that many of the ills of hunlan behavior 
have coine from aversive control" (p. 
341). 

I believe tliat niucl~ of what has been 
said about aversive co~itrol is mistaken, 
or at least misleading. Aversive con- 
trol, in and of itself, i t  is not necessar- 
ily bad; so~lleti~lles i t  is good. And, 
more to the point, the alternative-pos- 
itive reinforcement-is not necessarily 
good; soliieti~ues it is bad. ~vel-s ive  
control is an inherent part of our world, 
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an inevitable feature of behavioral con- 
trol, in both natural contingencies and 
contrived ones. When I say tliat aver- 
sive control is inevitable, I mean just 
tliat: Even the procedul-es tliat we re- 
gard as prototypes of positive rein- 
forceiliellt have elements of negative 
reinforcement 01- punishnlent imbedded 
within them. 

DEFINING FEATURES OF 
AVERSIVE CONTROL 

It is inlportant to be clear about the 
narrow meaning of aversive control in 
scientific discourse. A stiniulus is aver- 
sive if its contingent removal, preven- 
tion, or postpollelllent maintains beliav- 
ios-that constitutes negative reinforce- 
ment-or if its contingent presenta- 
tion suppresses behavior-punish~nent. 
That is all there is to it. There is no 
mention in these defillitioiis of pain, 
fear, anxiety, or distress, nor should 
there be. It is easy to cite instances of 
effeclive aversive control in which 
such negative reactions al-e absent. 
Aversive control is responsible for tlie 
fact tliat we button our coats when the 
temperature drops and loosen our ties 
when i t  rises. It leads us to come in out 
of the rain, to blow on our hot coffee 
befose we drink it, and to keep our fin- 
gers out of electrical outlets. The pres- 
ence of aversive control i11 these cases 
clearly works to tlie individual's advan- 
tage. 
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negative reinforces, no escape behavior 
was generated. There just wasn't 
enough reinforceme~~t-negutii~e rein- 
forceme~it-to control adaptive behav- 
i or. 

It should be reiuenlbered that the def- 
inition of an aversive sti~uulus-or for 
that matter, a positive reinforcer-is 
based on function, not structure. Aver- 
siveness is not an inherent property of 
a stinlulus. It depends critically on the 
el iviron~~~ental  context of the stin~ulus, 
and it callnot be llleasured apart from 
the effect of the stimulus on behavior. 

, Consider electric shock, a sti~llulus so 

- - ----- - - . - -. - closely associated M ith the analysis of 
-. - - --- i---.. - -- ------ 

I aversivc control that we tend to think 
Figure I .  Scripture's arrangement fol- studying 
the effects of the rate of change in the intensity 
of ;stimulus. Heat from a flame (D) was trans- 
ferred via a ball (C) and rod (B) connected to a 
beaker of water (A) with a live frog inside. If 
the water \\,as heated siowly enough, it could be 
brought to a boil w~thout i i~duci i~g the frog to 
escape. Scripture's caption read, "Boiling a frog 
~vithout his knowing it." (Figure 70 from Scrip- 
ture, 1S95) 

By the same token, it is easy to cite 
cases in which the absence of aversive 
control is to the individual's disadvan- 
tage. Dramatic demonstl-ations are pos- 
sible in laboi-atory settings. Figure 1 il- 
lustrates all experiment reported over 
100 years ago by E. W. Scripture, di- 
rector of the first psychological labo- 
ratory at Yale. A frog was placed in a 
beaker of water, which was then heated 
at a rate of 0.002"C per second. Scrip- 
ture (1895) reported that "the fi-og nev- 
er moved and at the end of two and 
one half hours was found dead. He  had 
evidently been boiled without noticing 
it" (p. 120). It was not Scripture's in- 
tention to kill the frog; his goal was to 
study rate of stilnulus change in sen- 
sory processes. We also should forgive 
Scripture for his unwarranted inference 
about the frog's awareness. For our 
purposes, it  is ellough to acknowledge 
that this particular environmental ar- 
rangenlent clearly was not in the frog's 
long-ten11 best interest. Because the 
gradual rise in  water teillperature did 
not establish a change of scenery as a 

of it as inherently aversive. The error 
is understandable, but it is still an error. 
Illustrative data come from an experi- 
ment by de Souza. de Moraes. and To- 
dorov (1984). These investigators stud- 
ied rats responding 011 a signaled 
shock-postpone~neut schedule. The in- 
dependent variable was the intensity of 
the shock, wl~icll was varied across a 
wide range of values in a mixed order. 
Responding was stabilized at each in- 
tensity value. Figure 2 shows the re- 
sults for 5 individual rats, along with 
the group average. When the intensity 
was below about 1 mA, the rats did not 
respond much, and as a result they 
avoided only a small percentage of the 
shocks. At intensities above 1 mnA, 
however, the rats were more success- 
ful. avoiding between SO% and 100% 
of the sliocks. By this measure, then, 
shocks below 1 nlA are not aversive. 

Now consider a study by Sizenlore 
and Maxwell (1985), who used electric 
shock to study not avoidance, but pun- 
ishment. In baseline conditions, rats' 
responding was maintained by vari- 
able-interval (VI) 40-s scliedules of 
food reinforcement. In experimental 
conditions, some responses also pro- 
duced an electric shock. Sizelllore and 
Maxwell found that shocks as low as 
0.3 to 0.4 nlA completely, or allnost 
completely, suppressed responding. 
The shaded bars in Figure 2 show 
where these values fall in relation to de 
Souza et al.'s (1984) avoidance func- 
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Figure 2. Proficiency of shock avoidance as a function of the intensity of the shock, a> reported 
by de Souza et al. (1984). Note that shock ~ntensity is represented on a logarithmic scale. Reliable 
avoidance required an inrensity of at least I I ~ A  in  this signaled-shock procedure. The shaded bars 
designate the range of shock intensit~es that were successful in suppressing rats' food-maintained 
responding in a punishment procedure by Sizemore and Maxwell (19S5). Shocks as low as 0.3 mA 
were effective punishers. 

tions. Even though a shock of 0.3 to 
0.4 nlA was effective as a punisher, 
such a shock did not reliably sustain 
avoidance. Put allother way, in a pun- 
ishment paradigm a shock intensity of 
0.3 mn4 is aversive, but in an avoidance 
paradigm it is not aversive. The aver- 
siveness of a sti~llulus cannot be sepa- 
rated fi-om environlnental contingen- 
cies. As Morse and Kelleher (1977) 

observed 25 years ago, in both punish- 
inent and reinforcement, contingen- 
cies-not stimuli-are fundamental. 

The fact that aversiveness is a matter 
of function, not structure, is often over- 
looked. If you have young children in 
enlightened preschool settings, you 
inay have heard teachers say, "We 
don't use punishment here. We use 
time-out." But if the time-out is con- 
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tingent 011 some behavior and if it ef- 
fectively reduces that behavior, then it 
is punishment. And, by definition, the 
illore effective it is, the inore aversive 
it is. But schoolteachers are not the 
only ones to forget this; even behavior 
analysts writing for professional audi- 
ences can be found to slip up. For ex- 
ample, an ai-ticle advocatiilg the use of 
time-out in parental discipline suggest- 
ed that "through use of time-out, par- 
ents learn that puilishillent need not be 
aversive 01- painful." I The authors cor- 
rectly classified time-out as a form of 
punishment, but e i ~ e d  by suggesting 
that it is not aversive. If time-out is not 
aversive. it could not possibly function 
as a punisher. 

T f ~ e  verbal behavior of these authors 
may be under control of sonle dimen- 
sion of the stinlulus events besides 
their avei-si\leness-pel-llaps some 
events are lllistakenly described as 
nonaversive because they are aestheti- 
cally inoffensi\le, or because they do 
not leave welts or bruises. Granted, it 
nlay well be that sonle foi-nls of aver- 
sive control should be preferred over 
others. Teachers and parents night  be 

avoid them. Anyone who uses shock 
beconles a shock" (p. 79). 

This is a powerful indictment of 
punishment. But Sidnlan was con- 
cerned with aversive coiltrol more 
broadly, and he extended his ti-eatment 
Lo negative reinforcement. According 
to Sidinan (1  989), punishment and 
negative reinforcelllent constitute "co- 
ercion." Control by positive reinforce- 
ment is given dispensation. 

The problenl is that the distinction 
between positive and negative rein- 
forcenlent is often uncleai-. even in lab- 
oratory procedures. Michael (1975) 
suggested that the distinction be aban- 
doned altogethei; not only in scientific 
discoui-se but also as a rough and ready 
guide to humane pl-actice. A portion of 
Michael's essay is especially relevant: 

[It might be argued] that hy riiaintaining this 
distinction \ve can more efiectively warn behav- 
ior controllers against the use of an undesirable 
technique. "Usc positive rather than negative re- 
inforcement." But if the distinctio~l is quite dif- 
ficult to make in niany cases of hunian behavior 
the warning will not he easy to follow; arid it is 
an empirical question at the present time whetli- 
er such a warning is reasonable-a question 
wliich many feel has not been aliswered. (pp. 
41-42) - 

right to prefer time-out over spanking. To illustrate enlpincal difficulties 
But the justification for the preference in distillguislling positive alld 
cannot be that one is aversive and the reinfol~celllent. consider a 
other is not. of exueriillents conducted bv Baron. 

~ i l l i a m s ,  and Posiler (un&blished 
lZEINFoRCEMENT data). They studied the responding of 

AS AN ALTERNATIVE T O  rats on progressive-ratio schedules in 
AVERSIVE CONTROL which the required nun~ber of resuons- 

Sonle co~lu~~enta tors  have serious 
reservations about any forill of aver- 
sive control. In Coercion n1i.d Its Fall- 
our, Sid~nan (1989j worried about the 
negative side effects of aversive con- 
trol. "People who use punishment be- 
coine conditioned p u n i s l ~ e ~ s  them- 
sel\les. . . . Others will feal; hate, and 

es increases, with each reinforcei-, over 
the course of the session. The effec- 
tiveness of the reinforcer is gauged by 
the ter~llinal ratio: the highest ratio the 
aninla1 will complete before respond- 
ing ceases. The left panel of Figure 3 
shows results froin 3 rats whose i-e- 
spoilding produced a signaled time-out 
fi-om an avoidance schedule tllat oper- 
ated on another lever. As the duration 

1 ~ l t h ~ ~ ~ h  this quote does come froln a pub- of the time-out was raised, the tei-iniilal 
lislied source in general circulation, the source ratio increased, showing that longer 
is not identified because no purpose would be tillle-outs are illore effective llenative 
served other than pel-Iiaps to enibal-rass the au- u 

thors. Equivalent errors are easy to find in the reinforcers. The right panel shows re- 
literature, 2nd it wo~ild be unfair to single out sults frorn rats wO1.king for sweetelled - 
any particular error for special attention. condensed illjlk mixed wit11 water. 
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Figure 3. Effectiveness of negative and positive reinfo~rers as shown by the highest ratio coni- 
pleted by rais on a progressive-ratio schedule. Lefi: Responding produced a signaled time-out from 
nn avoidance schedule; reinforcer magnitude was manipulated by changing the duration of thc time- 
out. Right: Responding produced a solution of sweetened condensed ~iiilk in water (0.01-ml or 0.05- 
1n1 cups); magnitude was ~nanipulated by changing tlie concentration of the milk. (Unpublished data 
collected at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee by Baron, Willianis, and Posner) 

Raising the co~lcentration of the ~n i lk  ance schedule---can be distinguished 
increased the ternlinal ratio in much as positive and negative. But tlie func- 
the sanle way as raising the duration of tional ]-elation between responding and 
tlie ti~lieout from avoidance. The con- reinforcer ~iiagnitude appears to be the 
ti~igencies in these two experinients- same. 
presenting milk or removing an avoid- Despite Michael's (1975) arguments, 
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few behavior analysts seem willing to 
give up the distinction between posi- 
tive and negative reinforce~nent (for re- 
joinders to Michael, see Hineline. 
1984, pp. 496-497; Perone & Galizio, 
1987, p. 112). Still, it should be rec- 
ognized that at least in some instances 
the differences can be subtle, with the 
consequence that it may be difficult to 
identify coercive practices on this ba- 
sis. 

Nevertheless, for Sidman, positive 
reinforcement can free society of the 
lllisery engendered by our currellt re- 
liance on negative reinforcement and 
punishment. As he says, "a person 
who is largely sustained by positive re- 
i~ fo rcement ,  frequently producing 
'good things,' will feel quite different- 
ly about life than will a person who 
comes into contact most often with 
negative reinforcement, frequently 
having to escape fro111 or prevent 'bad 
things' " (Sidn~an, 1989, p. 37). 

In my view, Sidman's endorselllent 
of positive reinforcement is too broad. 
There are plenty of bad things to say 
about positive reinforcement. In fact, 
many of them were said by Shnner  
himself, despite his position as the 
forelnost advocate of positive rein- 
forcelllent in the service of humankind. 
As Skinner (1971) observed in Beyorzd 
Freedo17z arzd Diglzity, behavior gener- 
ated by positive reinforcement inay 
have aversive consequences that occur 
after a delay. These aversive conse- 
quences are difficult to deal with effec- 
tively, said Skinner, "because they do 
not occur at a time when escape or at- 
tack is feasible-when, for example, 
the controller can be identified or is 
within reach. But the ir7111ierliate [italics 
added] reinforcement is positive and 
goes unchallenged" (p. 35). 

Skinner summarized the problem 
and its solution this way: "A problenl 
arises . . . when the behavior generated 
by positive reinforcement has deferred 
aversive consequences. The problein to 
be solved by those concerned with 
freedom is to create immediate aver- 
sive consequences" (1971, p. 33). 
There is irony here: Not only is posi- 

tive reinfol-cement seen as bad. but the 
alltidote is to override the positive with 
some forln of a\~ersive control. 

you lllay wonder if I have quoted 
Skinner out of context. 1 do not think 
so. He repeats the general point many 
times. In his autobiography, for exaln- 
ple, Skinner (1983) colnments with 
dismay that some activities are so re- 
inforcing that they exhaust him. He 
worries about having enough energy to 
do the things that are really inlportant 
(even if they might not be as reinforc- 
ing in the short run). Veterans of pro- 
fessional conferences, with their abun- 
dant opportunities for well-lubricated, 
late-night social interaction, will appre- 
ciate the phrase Shnner turns here: 
"Fatigue is a ridiculous hangover from 
too much reinforcement" (p. 79). To 
prevent this deleterious side effect of 
positive reinforcement, Slilnner laid 
down draconian rules prohibiting him- 
self from engaging in the reinforced 
activities: "Exhausting avocations are 
a danger. No nlore chess. No more 
bridge problems. No more detective 
stories" (p. 79). 

In Beyo~ld  Fi-eedo117 and Digrzit),, 
Skinner (1971) alerted us to the dan- 
gers that may accompany positive re- 
inforcement. Positive contingencies 
can be dangerous specifically because 
they do not generate avoidance. es- 
cape, or their enlotional counterparts, 
even when the contingencies are ulti- 
mately detrimental. Skinner- went on to 
identify examples of detrilllental con- 
tingencies, both contrived and natural, 
that ]nay be accepted and even defend- 
ed by the people who are controlled by 
them; in other words, by people who 
are exploited by governments, employ- 
ers, gambling casinos, pornographers, 
drug dealers, and pimps. To take one 
example, gambling may prevent other 
behavior that would be more beneficial 
in the long run, but cou~ltercontrol in 
the form of avoidance, escape, or legal 
prohibition tends to be weak and inef- 
fective, simply because behavior is 
nlore susceptible to control by short- 
term gains than long-term losses. Thus, 
the very people who can least afford 
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lottery tickets may he the first to object 
to proposals to ban the lottery. 

Other examples may seem more 
mundane, but they are just as socially 
significant. Positive reinforcement is 
implicated in eating junk food instead 
of a balanced meal, watching televi- 
sion instead of exercising, buying in- 
stead of saving, playing instead of 
working, and working instead of 
spellding time with one's family. Pos- 
itive I-einforcement underlies our pro- 
pensity towards heart disease, cancer, 
and other diseases that are related illore 
to maladaptive lifestyles than to purely 
physiological 01- anatomical weakness- 
es. 

CAN"LVERSIVE CONTROL 
BE AVOIDED? 

I hope you are beginning to share 
illy concerns. If SO, you nlight be think- 
ing something along these lines: If 
contingencies of positive I-einforce- 
ment can be so bad, is it possible to 
avoid aversive control? The answer is 
"no." 

Aversive control is inevitable be- 
cause every positive contingency can 
be construed in negative terms. The 
point can be made inany ways. As 
Baurn (1974) has noted. 1-einforceinent 
can be understood as a transition froin 
one situation to another. The transition 
iilvolved in positive reinforcement pre- 
sulnably represents an improvement. 
But the production of improved con- 
ditions ]nay also be regarded as an es- 
cape fro111 I-elatively aversive condi- 
tions. Thus, we may say that the rat. 
presses a lever because such behavior 
produces food (a positive reinforcer) or 
because it reduces food dep~i\~ation (a 
negative reinforcer). 

The issue may be one of perspective. 
But outside the laboratory, I cannot 
help but be inlpressed with the propen- 
sity of people to respond to the nega- 
tive side of positive contingencies. 
Consider college students. In illy large 
undergraduate courses I have tried a 
variety of contiilgencies to encourage 
class attendance. Early on, I siinply 

scored attendance and gave the score a 
weighting of 10'70 of the course grade. 
There were lots of complaints. The stu- 
dents clearly saw this system as puni- 
tive: Each absence represents a loss of 
points towards the course grade. So I 
switched to a system to positively re- 
illforce attendance. When students 
coine to class on time. they earn a' 

point above and beyond the points 
needed to earn a perfect score in the 
course. Thus, a student with perfect at- 
tendance, and a perfect course perfor- 
mance, would earn 103% of the so- 
called maximum. A student who never 
came 10 class, but otherwise performed 
flawlesslv. would earn 100%. If course 

2 .  

~ o i n t s  fui~ction as reinforcers, then this 
surely is a positive contingency. But 
the sludents reacted pretty nluch the 
same as before. They saw this as an- 
other forin of punishment: With each 
absence I was denying them a bonus 
point. Of course the students are right. 
Whenever a reinforcer is contiilgeilt on 
behavior, it inust be denied in the ab- 
sence of that behavior. 

Perhaps the propensity to see the 
negative side of positive contingencies 
depends 011 sophisticated verbal and 
sy~nbolic repertoires that may filter the 
impact -of contingencies on human be- 
havior. Certainly college students 
can-and often do-convert course 
contingencies to synlbolic terms, then 
proceed to manipulate those terms: 
They calculate the number of points at- 
tainable, including bonus points, and 
label 103% as the maximum. They 
keep a running tally as the ~naxiinuln 
they can attain drops below 103%- 
thus, they calculate a reduced maxi- 
mum after each absence. It would ap- 
pear, then, that when they miss class 
they deliver the punishing stiillulus 
themselves! So it i17ight be a r ~ u e d  that 
the punish men^ contingency 1s an in- 
direct by-product of a certain kind of 
problem-solving repertoire unique to 
11 ~1111ail S. 

AVERSIVE FUNCTIONS O F  
POSITIVE REINFORCEI\/IENT 
Is verbal or syillbolic sophistication 

necessary for schedules of positive re- 
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LAST FIVE SESSIONS 

Figure I. Rates at which a pigeon pecked concurrently a\;ailable observing keys to produce colors 
col~elated with the VI 30-s and VI 120-s components of a colllpound schedule of food reinforce- 
ment, as reported by Jwaideh and h?ul\~aney (1976). Responding on the key that produced red 
(correlated with VI 120 s) as well as green (con-elated with VI 30 s) was suppressed relative to 
responding on the key that produced only green. 

illforcelllent to ~nailifest avei-sive fuilc- 
tions, or is it possible that a Illore basic 
process is at WOI-k? One answer comes 
frolll research on the conditioned prop- 
ei-ties of discrinlinative stiilluli associ- 
ated with the conlponents of lllultiple 
schedules. 

Worhng in Dinsmoo~-'s laboratory at 
Indiana University, Jwaideh and Mul- 
valley (1976) trained pigeons on a inul- 
tiple schedule with altei-ilating VI com- 
ponents of food reinforcement. When 
the pecking key was green, a rich 
schedule was in effect, one that al- 
lowed the bird to earn food every 30 s 
on average. When the key was red, a 
leaner schedule was in effect; the bird 
could earn food every 120 s. 111 the 
next phase, the colors signaling the VI 
schedule components were withheld 
unless the bird pecked side keys. This 
arrangement is called an obser-vi~ig re- 
sponse procedure because pecking the 
side keys allows the bird to see the col- 
or con-elated with the VI schedule un- 
derway on the main key. The experi- 

L: GREEN & RED 
R: GREEN & RED 

- 

& - Q, 

LEFT F~ 
I l l 1 1  

mental question is this: Will the colors 
co~~ela ted  with the VI schedules of 
food reinforcelllent serve as reinforcers 
themselves? That is, will they inaintain 
responding on the observing keys? To 
answer this question, Jwaideh and 
Mulvaney inanipulated the conse- 
quences of pecking the two observing 
keys. 

Figure 4 shows the experimental 
manipulations as well as the results 
fi-o~n 1 bird. Respoilse rates on the two 
observing keys are shown across four 
experi~nental conditions. In the first 
panel, both keys produced green 01- 

red, depending on which schedule was 
in effect on the main key; response 
rates on the two keys were about equal. 
In the remaining three panels, pecks on 
one key continued to produce green or 
red, but pecks on the other key could 
produce only green, the color correlat- 
ed wit11 the rich schedule. The two re- 
sponse rates differed under these con- 
ditions. The bird pecked at high rates 
on the key that produced green (the 
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R: GREEN & RED 
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"lich" color) and low rates on the key 
that produced red (the "lean" color) as 
well as green. This pattern held up 
across several reversals. 

In other words, the color red-the 
stii~~ulus correlated wit11 the leaner of 
tlle two schedules of food reinforce- 
ment-suppressed responding relative 
to responding on a key that did not 
produce this color. Let ine underscore 
the significance of this result. Red was 
correlated with positive reinforceinent 
in a prototypical ail-angement for dem- 
onstrating positive reinforcement: a 
food-deprived pigeon pecking a key 
for grain on an intermittent schedule. 
One 11llg11t expect a stinlulus correlated 
with a VI schedule of food reinforce- 
ment to be_a good thing. Nevertheless, 
the red stimulus functioned as a con- 
ditioned punisller: It suppressed the ob- 
serving response that produced it. 

This result is not an oddity. It poses 
no difficulty whatsoever for contem- 
porary theories of conditioning and 
learning. Indeed, the experinlent fits 
quite nicely with cull-ent u~lderstanding 
of Pavlovian co~lditioni~lg and its role 
in imbuing otherwise neutral stimuli 
with conditioned reinforcing or aver- 
sive properties (e.g., Dinsmoor. 1983; 
Fantino, 1977). The result does pose a 
problem for silnplistic conceptions that 
assign the label "good" to positive re- 
inforcement and "bad" to negative re- 
inforcement. Jwaideh and Mulvaney's 
(1976) experiment suggests that wheth- 
er a schedule (or stiinuli correlated 
with it) will be good or bad depends 
on the broader environnlental context 
in which the scl~edule or stinlulus is 
'embedded. In alternation wit11 a rich VI 
30-s schedule, a relatively lean VI 120- 
s schedule constitutes an aversive con- 
dition. 

Like Jwaideh and Mulvaney (1976), 
Metzger and I also considered the aver- 
sive aspects of positive reinforcement, 
although we approached the problem a 
bit differently. Our research was pat- 
terned after a classic study by Azrin 
( 196 1 ). Azrin gave pigeons the oppor- 
tunity to remove stiinuli col-related 
with a fixed-ratio (FR) schedule. Two 

response keys were available; pecks on 
one key (the "food" key) were rein- 
forced according to an FR schedule, 
and one peck on the other key (the "es- 
cape" key) initiated a time-out. During 
a time-out, t l~e  colors of the response 
keys were changed, the colol- and in- 
tensity of the l~ouselight were changed, 
and pecks on the food key were inef- 
fective. A second peck 011 the escape 
key reinstated the original stimuli and 
the FR schedule. The birds usually es- 
caped during the period following re- 
inforcement, suggesting that this was 
the   no st aversive part of the schedule. 

It is important to recognize that an- 
illlals can escape from a schedule even 
when the experimenter has not ar- 
ranged explicit contingencies. When 
no explicit escape option is made . 

available. aninlals may pause for ex- 
tended periods after reinforcement: 
during this time, birds typically turn or 
move away from stimuli coi~elated 
with the schedule (Cohen Sr Campag- 
noni, 1989; Thompson, 1965). Because 
pausing provides a way to reduce con- 
tact with the schedule and the stimuli 
correlated with it, it may function as a 
form of escape. To test this idea, Metz- 
ger and I wanted to see if factors 
known to affect pausing would affect 
escape in a similar way. 

Following a procedure developed by 
Perone and Courtney (1992), we 
trained pigeons on multiple schedules 
with two FR components. The only 
difference was the reinforcer magni- 
tude; ratios in one component ended in 
a snlall reinforcer, and ratios in the oth- 
er ended in a large reinforcer. We were 
interested in the behavior that occuil-ed 
between the end of one reinforcer and 
the start of the ratio leading to the next 
reinforcer. There were 40 such transi- 
tions during each session. The escape 
key was available during half of these 
transitions. 

Figure 5 shows the four kinds of 
transitions that occurred each session. 
A ratio ending in a small reinforcer 
could be followed by another ending in 
a snlall reinforcer or by one ending in 
a large reinforcer. Likewise, a ratio 
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Past Reinforcer Small Large trallsition after a large reillforcer and 
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: , /  before a small one. 
The nliddle panels in Figure 6 show 

the escapes that o c c u ~ ~ e d  in the same 
sessions. but in the other half of the 

Figure 5 .  Metzger and Perone's method for 
comparing pausing and escape in the foul- pos- 
sible transitions between fixed ratios ending in 
small or large food reinforcers. Over the course 
of a session. half of the transitions included the 
activation of an escape key that could be pecked 
to suspend the schedule. Pausing was measured 
in the transitions without the escape option. 

ending in a large reinforcer could be 
followed by one ending in a small re- 
inforcer or a large reinforcer. The four 
type-s of transitions were prograillnled 
in an irregular sequence. Each occu11-ed 
10 times per session, five tiines with 
the escape key a\railable to initiate 
time-out and five tiilles without it. 

When the escape key was available, 
both the food and escape keys were lit. 
A single peck on the escape key initi- 
ated a time-out, during which the 
houselight and food key were turned 
off and the escape key was dimmed. 
Another peck on the escape key tunled 
011 the houselight and food key and re- 
instated the FR schedule so that pecks 
on the food key led eventually to re- 
inforcement. The escape key was 
turned off. 

The bird did not have to peck the 
escape key. If it pecked the food key 
first, the escape key was simply turned 
off. Pecks on the food key led even- 
tually to reinforcement. 

Figure 6 shows results froin I bird. 
The upper panels show the pauses that 
occurred during the transitions without 
the escape option. These data coine 
fi-om the last 10 sessions at each of 
several FR sizes. I n  each panel. pauses 
in the four transitions are shown sep- 
arately. Pausing is a joint function of 
the FR size, the magnitude of the past 
reinforcer, and the illagnitude of the 
upcoming reinforcer. Most important, 
however, is the general pattern in the 
functions across the six conditions in 
the upper panel. Note also that Ilighest 

transitions-the ones with the escape 
option available. The general pattern of 
escape behavior is strikingly si~nilar to 
the pattern of pausing. Indeed the prob- 
ability of escape is highest under the 
same conditions that produce the lon- 
gest pauses: in the transition after a 
large reinforcer and before a sinall one. 

The bottonl panels present an alter- 
native measure of escape behavior: the 
percentage of the session the bird spent 
in the self-imposed time-outs. These 
data are not as pretty as the others, but 
they do fall into line. 

My students and I have replicated 
this experiment with fixed-interval 
schedules leading to different reinforc- 
er magnitudes, and with transitions in- 
volving large and sillall FR sizes. The 
results are pretty much the same: Paus- 
ing and escape change in tandem. Both 
forms of behavior are influenced by the 
saine variables in the same ways. 

Figure 7 shows data from an exper- 
inlent in which escape was studied 
with inixed schedules as well as mul- 
tiple schedules. In both cases, an FR 
led to either small or large reinforcers. 
In the mixed-schedule condition, how- 
ever, no key colors signaled the up- 
conling reinforcer magnitude. Pauses 
were relatively brief on the mixed 
sclledule, and escape behavior was ab- 
sent. In the multiple-schedule condi- 
tion (wllen the upcoming magnitude 
was signaled), pausing ~ncreased, par- 
ticularly in the large-to-small transi- 
tion, and the pattern of escape behavior 
resembled the pattern of pausing. 

The clear parallels in the data on 
pausing and escape suggest that paus- 
ing functions as a means of escape 
froin the aversive aspects of the sched- 
ule. It seenls likely that the pause-re- 
spond pattern that typif es performance 
on FR (and fixed-interval) schedules 
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Figure 6 .  One pigeon's pausing and escape in the transitions between fixed ratios ending in small 
or large food I-einforcers (I-s or 7-s access to grain). The I-einforcer magnitudes were signaled by 
distinctive key colors. Data are medians (and interquartile ranges) over 10 sessions..The ratio size 
was manipulated across conditions. Top: pausing. Middle: number of escapes; the session maximun~ 
was five per trarlsition. Bottom: percentage of the session spent in the escape-produced tirne-out. 
(Unpublished data) . . 

represents a coinbination of positive control is ubiquitous. Indeed, it seems 
and negalive reinforcement. to be unavoidable. Given this state of 

affairs, perhaps it would be wort11 con- 
THE UBIQUITY OF sidering whether aversive co~ltrol is de- 

AVERSIVE CONTROL sirable or at least acceptable. 
This observation bl-ings me back to . In a book 011 teaching, Michael 

the general theme of this papel: Inside (1993) observed that "College learning 
and outside the laboratory, aversive is largely under aversive control, and it 
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Figure 7. . Pausing and escape i n  the transitions between fixed ratios ending in small or large 
reiniorcers (I-s or 7-s access to grain). Left: The reinforcer magnitudes were unsignaled (m 
sci~edule). Right: The magnitudes were signaled hy distinctive key colors (multiple schedule). 
published data) 
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is our task to make such control effec- 
tive, in which case i t  becomes a form 
of gentle persuasion" (p. 120). The 
idea is that aversive control might be 
acceptable if it generates behavior of 
some long-tenn utility. Think for a mo- 
ment what i t  means to have a truly ef- 
fective contingency of punishnlent or 
negative reinforcement. When a pun- 
ishment contingency is effective, un- 
desirable behavior is decreased and the 
aversive stiillulus is almost never con- 
tacted. When an avoidance contingen- 
cy is effective, desirable behavior is in- 
creased, and again there is rnin~lnal 
contact with the aversive stin~ulus. In 
my classe? I impose rather stiff penal- 
ties when assign~llents are subnlitted 
late. Without this aversive contingency, 
late papers abound. With it, howevel; 
late papers are so rare that I doubt that 
I impose the penalty more often than 
once in a hundred opportunities. 111 
short, Michael is right: A well-de- 
signed progralm of,aversive control is 
gentle, and a lot of good can coille of 
It. 

That is fortunate, because i t  is iin- 
possible to construct a behavioral sys- 
ten1 free of aversive control. The forlns 
of behavioral control we call "posi- 
tive'' and "negative" are inextricably 
linked. Thus, decisions about "good" 
and "bad" methods of control 111ust be 
decided quite apart from the questions 
of whether the methods meet the tech- 
nical specificatioii of "positive rein- 
forceinent" or "aversive" control. We 
need to seek a higher standard, one that 
emnpliasizes outcolnes more than pro- 
cedures. Our chief concern sl~ould izot 
be whether the contingencies involve 
the processes of positive reinforce- 
ment, negative reinforcement, or pun- 
ish~nent. Instead, we should empl~asize 
the ability of the contingencies to fos- 
ter beliavior in the long-term interest of 
the individual. Of course, this is all we 
can ask of any behavioral intervention, 
regardless of its classification. 
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